Abstract. This paper presents the CFH12K-VIRMOS survey: a deep B, V, R and I imaging survey in four fields totalling more than 17 deg 2
Introduction
Deep imaging over large areas is required for many fields of astronomy, to survey large numbers of objects or to search for rare, low projected density objects. It is a key tool to our understanding of the universe, from solar system studies to the most distant galaxies. The measurement of positions, magnitudes, colors, and shape are key observable to all astronomical investigations. From astrometric and photometric measurements, a census of the number and positions of various classes of objects can be conducted as a function of magnitude, color, or shape.
Progress in detector area have allowed to design and build large CCD mosaics covering a significant fraction of the field available on wide field telescopes (see Groom 2000 for a review). These mosaics have enabled survey work on large areas which had only been possible previously with photographic plates at the focus of Schmidt and prime foci of major telescopes. Probing scales larger than 0.5 degree in one single exposure with the sensitivity of CCDs has become possible at a few facilities in the past few years (Cuillandre et al 2000; Boulade et al 2000; Miyazaki et al 2002; Kuijken et al 2002) , enabling a wealth of new deep survey initiatives (Postman et al 1998; Nonino et al 1999; McCracken et al 2001; McMahon et al 2001; Wilson 2003) This paper is the first of a serie that describes the deep survey we have undertaken starting when the CFH12K camera became available at CFHT prime focus in 1999. The main survey covers a total of 16 deg 2 in 4 areas, each 2 × 2deg 2 , which have been imaged in B,V,R and I bands, at a depth equivalent to I AB = 24.8 for a 3σ detection in a 3 arc-second circular aperture for all the area, with a deeper area imaged to I AB = 25.3. We focus here on the survey goals and strategy, and the observations performed, together with an overview of the pipeline processing and the content of the photometric catalogs. Other papers in this series ; (Gwyn et al., 2003 in preparation) describe in details the procedures followed to build the astrometry and photometry of the large image mosaics, and the quality control applied. The VIRMOS survey has been used already for cosmic shear studies and 8 refereed papers have been published so far from this data set by the virmos-descart project (see van Waerbeke & Mellier 2003 for a review).
Survey Goals
The survey has been designed to address a broad range of astrophysical questions in one single observing strategy. Several main science drivers have been identified:
-study the evolution of galaxies from redshifts ∼ 5, -study the evolution of large scale structures over 100 h −1 Mpc from redshifts ∼ 5, -measure weak lensing signature of large scale structures, -measure the properties of galaxy biasing using together the dark matter (from weak lensing) and the galaxy distribution, -identify new high redshift clusters of galaxies, -identify faint AGN and study their evolution, -identify new Kuiper belt objects to give new insights into the formation of the solar system, -identify very faint halo white dwarfs, -study high redshift Lyman-break galaxies with 3.5 < z < 4.2. using the multi-color data set of the optical and U-band survey
The data is also being used with time series to search for high redshift supernovae. This imaging survey is being used to select the targets of the VLT-VIRMOS deep redshift survey of more than 100000 galaxies with 0 < z < 5+ , to obtain large catalogues of galaxy shapes for cosmic shear studies and as the optical counterpart to the XMM medium deep survey (http://vela.astro.ulg.ac.be/themes/spatial/xmm/LSS/) being carried out with XMM (Pierre et al. 2003) . The deep VIRMOS field is also completed by a U-band follow up done at ESO, with the WFI camera (Radovich et al 2003) , as well as in radio wavelength with the VLA (Bondi et al 2003) . A tiny area of the deep field has also been observed in K-band, with SOFI at the ESO/NTT (Iovino et al 2003) .
Survey Strategy

Field Selection
Survey fields have been selected with the following criteria:
-along the celestial equator to allow for visibility from northern and southern hemispheres observatories, -galactic latitude higher than l = 45 deg., -low cirrus absorption as seen from the DIRBE maps available when the survey started in 1998, -visibility of any 2 fields at any time of the year to fill observing nights.
The four fields selected are listed in Table 1 and their position in the dust sky map shown in figure 1.
Survey depth
The survey has been designed to reach a limiting magnitude I AB = 24.5 (at 5σ in a 3 arcsec diameter aperture) in all of the area surveyed, with a smaller 1.3 deg 2 area in the 0226-04 field observed to I AB = 25. The depth of . The CFDF field size are 16 times smaller than the VIRMOS. The dust map was generated using the advanced Skyview virtual observatory tools (http://http://skys4.gsfc.nasa.gov/). this imaging survey is then at least one magnitude deeper than the limiting magnitude(s) of the VIRMOS-VLT Deep Survey (VVDS), set to be I AB = 22.5 for the wide areas and I AB = 24 for the deep area , and ensure that the imaging survey will not introduce any bias in galaxy samples selected for the spectroscopic survey.
The actual measured completeness limits are presented in section 6.2
The CFH12K camera
Observations have been carried out with the CFHT-12K camera build by CFHT and the University of Hawaii (Cuillandre et al 2000) . The CFH12K camera (http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Imaging/CFH12K/) is a particularly powerful system. It is based on a mosaic of 12 3-edge buttable MIT/Lincoln-Labs. CCID20 thinned backside illuminated CCDs, each 2048 × 4096 pixels for a total array size of 12288 × 8192 pixels (18.4 cm × 12.3 cm in physical size). The pixel size (15 microns) corresponds to a scale of 0.205 arcsec/pixel at CFHT prime focus, well adapted to the mean seeing at the CFHT prime focus (≈ 0.8"). It covers a field of view 42 × 28 arcmin 2 . The camera is composed of two different types of CCDs. Three are high resisitivity chips and nine are epitaxial silicon devices. The high resistivity CCDs have better efficiency than the epitaxial beyond 500 nm, but are less efficient in the blue (see figure 2) . This difference is corrected during the pre-processing step that rescales each CCD with respect to a reference device of the camera. None of the CCDs has a readout noise higher than 6 electrons rms nor shows dark current signal over 1 hour time scale, which is largely sufficient for deep imaging surveys with sky background noise dominated images. The readout time is about one minute, which permits to easily split long exposures into short ones without increasing significantly the overheads. In addition to facilitate the construction of master flat fields and fringe patterns and to simplify the cosmic ray rejection process, the image splitting also permits a better control of the camera focus and to reject bad seeing exposures. The autonomy of the LN2 reservoir is much longer than a full single night observation process and we never detected any temperature drift during the 45 nights dedicated to the VIRMOS survey.
BVRI broad band filters are available on CFH12K. VRI are rather standard Mould filters, but B is special (see figure 2). They have been designed in order to cover the whole optical spectral range in a continuous manner. The photometric informations have therefore no gaps from one band to the other allowing to probe the whole redshift range from z = 0 to z = 5 continuously. This advantage is however obtained at the expense of photometric redshift accuracy for high-z galaxies.
Observing strategy
Each 2 × 2 deg 2 field has been divided in a series of CFH12K pointings covering the full area, with a slight overlap of ∼ 30 arcsec between each pointing. A classical shift-and-add observing strategy has been adopted, each pointing being observed between 5 and 12 times depending on the filters and depth. Because during our first 2 observing runs 2 of the 12 CCDs were of poor quality, the grid of pointings has had to be adjusted to the available pixels for these runs. We started operating with 35 × 28 arcmin 2 fields, switching to the full 42 × 28 arcmin 2 field when new CCDs were installed in the first observing period of 2000. The field geometry is therefore non rectangular in some of the bandpasses.
5by several arcseconds (typically 10 − 20 arcsec) between each exposure. We aimed to bring first the I-band coverage to 2 × 2deg 2 in each of the fields to ensure that reference catalogs would be available for the magnitude selected VIRMOS-VLT Deep redshift Survey. We have then completed the coverage in other bands in a uniform way, proportional to the actual number of clear nights.
During the acquisition of a sequence of exposures, the aperture flux of control stars was monitored for changes in photometric conditions. The exposure times were extended in case a loss of flux was detected during sub-exposures.
Observations
Observed pointings
The individual pointings observed are listed in http://www.oamp.fr/virmos, with the date of observations, the FWHM measured on point sources images on the detectors, and the corresponding CFHT archive files.
The final CFH12K mosaics resulting from the combination of these individual pointings are listed in Table. 2 for each of the 4 fields and 4 bands, together with the resulting exposure times and limiting magnitudes (5σ in a 3 arcsec circular aperture).
calibrations
Standard photometric fields from Landolt (1992) have been acquired each night survey observations have been obtained. The fields SA92, SA101 and SA110, have been observed several times over the period 1999-2002 in order to check the reliability of the photometric calibration and the stability of the CFH12K performances. The detailed process of photometric calibration, relative from exposure to exposure within a set of exposures of a pointing in each bandpass, as well as the absolute flux calibration from the observed standards is described in details in .
Image quality
The image quality of each exposure acquired for the survey is presented in Figure 3 for each of the bands. The median seeing is FWHM=0.75 arcsec in the I band but increases to 0.88 arcsec in V and R, and 0.97 arcsec in B. Moreover, the V and R seeing distributions are significantly broader than the I and B data sets. This trend reflects that atmospheric dispersion is negligible in I-band and increases towards the B-band. However, it mostly results from The camera is composed of 9 epitaxial silicon (EPI) and three high restivity (HiRho) devices. Both devices have different quantum efficiency, as show on the long-dashed and short-dashed curves. The numbers indicate the CFHT reference number of the CFH12K CCDs.
our observing strategy since we preferentially did I-band observations during good seeing periods in order to get high quality I-band selected catalogues for the VMOS spectroscopic sample as well as for the cosmic shear studies.
Data Processing
Pre-processing
All data are pre-processed using the FLIPS software package (Cuillandre et al., 2002) . FLIPS (http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/jcc/Flips/flips.html) is composed of C-language programs and Cshell commands that automatically generate master bias, dark and flat images, build a model of the fringe pattern and subtract the master bias, dark files and fringe pattern as well as the overscan to raw CFH12K images. Each pixel and each image is then rescaled to account for intrinsic efficiency. A binary mask image provided by CFHT at each observing run identifies all bad and hot pixels over each CCD of the camera. They are taken into account during the master file generation process. The final data products are pre-calibrated images that includes the description of the pre-processing history in the FITS header and the value of the CCD to CCD rescaling coefficient, according to the different gains of each CCD output and the quantum efficiency difference between epitaxial and high resisitivty CCDs. At this stage, all CCDs are therefore in the same ADU scaling units and arbitrarily normalised to the CCD#04 efficiency. The FLIPS package has been installed at the Terapix center described below in order to handle the pre-processing locally.
The Terapix facility
The Terapix facility (http://terapix.iap.fr) has been set up as a French national center to handle the processing of large imaging cameras. The facility includes the hardware and software environment required to process data on a Terabyte scale. Three COMPACQ XP1000 workstations with up to 2 GB of RAM memory and connected to 4 Terabytes of hard discs installed in a secured raid-5 configuration have been devoted to the VIRMOS image processing . Over the past four years, Terapix has processed more than 10,000 CFH12K images for the VIRMOS survey, totalling about 2.5 TB of input data. A database environment allows to streamline data access and storage.
Pipeline processing
Pipeline processing allows efficient data processing with excellent quality control. The stable behavior of the CFH-12K camera allows for very accurate bias, flat field, and fringing correction.
The pipeline software has been developped within the Terapix environment. The main steps are described in as well as in the Terapix progress reports . The software tools developped for the object detection, image astrometry, photometry, pixel weighting and flaging, image resampling and stacking, object classification and catalogue construction are described at http://terapix.iap.fr/soft/ and can be downloaded freely from this site. The http://terapix.iap.fr/soft/releases.html also provides a documentation for all software tools.
The astrometric projection of all images into a common system used to build the large mosaic images has been developed to ensure an overall absolute calibration to the USNO reference catalogue (Monet et al 98) accurate to 
Catalog content
The catalogs are built using the SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . Particular care has been taken to ensure uniform source detection, using a matched xi-squared image (see Fig. 8 ) produced from the individual band images, or a local threshold algorithm. The difference between these two methods has been demonstrated to be marginal, with no effect in the magnitude range to the completness limit (McCracken et al 2003) . Because of the large area covered, bright stars are present in the mosaics, creating increased background around them. In addition, there are areas in the images not useable for accurate photometry. These can be areas for which the signal to noise is too low like e.g. areas of overlap between individual CCDs, areas affected by internal reflexions or ghosts from bright stars around the field, or even areas affected by transient effects like satellite trails. Masks are therefore computed for each mosaic.
The catalogs contain the following information for each object extracted from the SExtractor V.2.3 used with the generic configuration files given in the Appendix and which were used as templates for all optical data from the CFH12K part of the survey:
-X-IMAGE (pixel) , Y-IMAGE (pixel), and (2), Colors can then be derived directly using the aperture magnitudes computed within the same aperture for all bands.
-image size, KRON RADIUS (pixel) and ISOAREA IMAGE (pixel 2 ), Fig. 7 . Multi-band coverage of the 2217+00 survey field -major axis A IMAGE (pixel) , A WORLD (decimal degrees), -minor axis B IMAGE (pixel), B WORLD (decimal degrees) , -position angle of main axes (all angles are measured counter-clockwise from the east. theta denotes the position angle between the major axis, "a", and the naxis1 (east-west) image axis), THETA IMAGE (decimal degrees), THETA J2000 (decimal degrees), -the values of the values of the weighted second moment matrix coefficients, X2 IMAGE (pixel 2 ), Y2 IMAGE (pixel 2 ), XY IMAGE (pixel 2 ), -X2 WORLD (decimal degees 2 ), Y2 WORLD (decimal degees 2 ), XY WORLD (decimal degees 2 ), -peak surface brightness MU MAX (mag/arcsec 2 ), -detection threshold above the background MU THRESHOLD (mag/arcsec 2 ). -Flags: several flags (FLAGS) are stored for each object. they indicate:
-saturated pixels, Fig. 8 . Illustration of the final BVRI and χ 2 -images generated for the VIRMOS survey. The χ 2 -image is deeper and show sharper detections than the individual filter images.
-pixel located inside a masked area, as defined above.
-Star-Galaxy classification: A star / galaxy classifier defined from the half-light radius vs. magnitude diagram (see ). Stars are selected along the vertical branch at fixed radius corresponding to seeing disk size. This method initally described in (Fahlman et al 1994) turns out to be more reliable than the initial CLASS STAR of SExtractor,
The photometry and astrometry quality have been assessed through many quality checks. The positional accuracy has been checked against the USNO catalog. The photometry accuracy has been first assessed through the Elixir queue observing program part of the queue observations at CFHT, which monitors the photometric zero points accross nights. The magnitudes of objects common to adjacent CCDs have been compared and showed differences in the range 0.05-0.1 magnitudes. The comparison of colors for the bright stellar objects in the fields with the observed and predicted locus of stars has shown color errors less than 0.1 magnitudes. Counts of galaxies are in full agreement with the litterature. Finally, the angular correlation function shows similar shape and amplitude as from other imaging surveys. All these quality checks are extensively described in . They ensure that the data are free of systematics before science analysis can be conducted.
In the I band, a total of 2.175 million objects have been detected. Among these, 1.15 million objects have 17.5 ≤ I AB ≤ 24, in the range of the VIRMOS-VLT Deep Survey.
An example of a multi-color set is given in Figure 9 .
Database access
All catalogs and mosaic images are stored in an interactive database implemented under the Oracle-8 environment. Specific database development have been conducted to allow for easy database query and data retrieval.
The catalogs are now in direct access to the CFHT-VIRMOS consortium. They will be released for general use for CFHT users starting July 1st, 2003 (http://www.oamp.fr/virmos). To access the database, first a password should be requested sending an email to virmos.database@oamp.fr.
The database allows to query the photometric catalog and to retrieve image sections. Any parameter listed in the photometric catalog can be used to define a user selection, e.g. magnitudes, colors, and/or positions. A user catalog is then produced with entries as selected by the user from the list of catalog parameters. 
Conclusions
A deep imaging survey has been conducted in 4 high galacitic latitude areas with the CFH-12K camera. A total area of more than 17deg 2 has been imaged in I band, and significant coverage of the survey area has been performed also in B, V and R.
Pipeline processing has been conducted at the Terapix facility at IAP to produce large mosaic images calibrated in astrometry and photometry.
Photometric catalogs containing positions, magnitudes, colors, shapes of more than 2 million objects have been produced for more than 17deg 2 and quality control has been applied as described in joint papers. These catalogs and mosaic images will be released for general use starting July 1st, 2003, at http://www.oamp.fr/virmos.
While many scientific programs are under way, the survey has already been used for cosmic shear. The virmosdescart cfht survey (http://www.terapix.iap.fr/Descart/cfhtsurvey.html) primarily focusses on the I-band sample to measure galaxy shape with high accuracy and probe the dark matter properties and cosmological parameters. Because these cosmic shear results provide also an estimate of systematics on galaxy shapes and can be cross-checked with independent cosmic shear results from other teams, they also provide quality assessments on the VIRMOS data set. In addition to the detection of cosmic shear signal (van Waerbeke et al 2000) , constraints on Ω m , σ 8 , the biasing properties of the dark matter (Hoekstra et al 2002; Pen et al 2003a) as well is its non-Gaussian properties (Bernardeau et al 2002; Pen et al 2003b) and the 3-dimension power spectrum of the dark matter (Pen et al 2003a) have already been provided using the VIRMOS survey for cosmic shear.
The VIMOS spectroscopic survey is now started at the ESO/VLT and more than 20,000 spectra have been collected . The joint U-band, optical, near infrared and spectroscopic informations are now under process to probe the star formation history, the clustering history of galaxies up to redshift z ≈ 5 and the properties of the light and dark matter relations. Tables 3 and 4 list the parameters used for all χ 2 -images and all wide field analysis of VIRMOS optical obervations with the CFH12K. 
A1: SExtractor configuration files
CATALOG NAME 02hr chisq.cat # name of the output catalog CATALOG TYPE ASCII HEAD # "NONE","ASCII HEAD","ASCII","FITS 1.0" # or "FITS LDAC" PARAMETERS NAME photom new.param # name of the file # containing catalog contents 
NONE # can be one of "NONE", "IDENTICAL", # "BACKGROUND", "-BACKGROUND","BACKGROUND RMS", CHECKIMAGE NAME check.fits # Filename for the check-image (*)
# number of objects in stack MEMORY PIXSTACK 5000000 # number of pixels in stack MEMORY BUFSIZE 512 # number of lines in buffer 
.cat # name of the output catalog CATALOG TYPE ASCII HEAD # "NONE","ASCII HEAD","ASCII","FITS 1.0" # or "FITS LDAC" PARAMETERS NAME header.param # name of the file # containing catalog contents # size of pixel in arcsec (0=use FITS WCS info). #---------------------------------Star/Galaxy Separation ----------------------------SEEING FWHM 0.9 # stellar FWHM in arcsec STARNNW NAME default.nnw # Neural-Network Weight table filename #-------------------------------------Background ------------------------------------BACK SIZE 512 # Background mesh: <size> or <width>,<height> BACK FILTERSIZE 9 # Background filter: <size>4 or <width>,<height> BACKPHOTO TYPE LOCAL # can be "GLOBAL" or "LOCAL" (*) BACKPHOTO THICK 30 # thickness of the background LOCAL annulus (*) BACK TYPE AUTO BACK VALUE 0 #-------------------------------------Check Image -----------------------------------CHECKIMAGE TYPE NONE # can be one of "NONE", "IDENTICAL", # "BACKGROUND", "-BACKGROUND","BACKGROUND RMS", # "MINIBACKGROUND", "MINIBACK RMS", # "FILTERED", "OBJECTS", "-OBJECTS", # "SEGMENTATION", or "APERTURES", CHECKIMAGE NAME check.fits # Filename for the check-image (*) #--------------------------------Memory (change with caution!) ---------------------MEMORY OBJSTACK 2000 # number of objects in stack MEMORY PIXSTACK 5000000 # number of pixels in stack MEMORY BUFSIZE 512 # number of lines in buffer #-----------------------------------Miscellaneous ---------------------------------VERBOSE TYPE NORMAL # can be "QUIET", "NORMAL" or "FULL" (*) WEIGHT TYPE  MAP WEIGHT  #WEIGHT TYPE  BACKGROUND 
---------------------------------------Photometry -----------------------------------
#-------------------------------------New Stuff -----------------------------------
